Dear Family,
The journey has been rewarding since it has reminded me that the future is
based on the past and that history repeats sometimes and is the basis of
our future. I hope we learn from our History and do better since, our Family
Tree has been the basis of much of Hollywoods movies over their history...
We look at our grandparents and find that they came to America from
Canada and Europe to Pennsylvania. The Kraft’s married the
Stauffers in Lancaster and moved to mid Ohio and settled
working on the farms in the area. Grandfather John Henry Kraft
was in the Civil War and has his name on the wall in Cleveland
Ohio. Grandfather Hugh lived with us from Lockland Ohio to
Marion Indiana and talked about his knowledge of the Civil War
he was almost an expert dad said. I found a Ships log that would
suggest the possibility that John Henry Kraft and his Wife Eliza
Mechling Kraft went to England after the Civil War and came
back to America with a Stepdaughter named Margaret A. Binyon
age 11 from Newtons Head Manchester, Blakely England. Her father
(Quakers) wrote Children’s books as did she and her sister later in life.
She was a scholar and a Chemist by education, and if the story that John
Henry Kraft was seriously injured in the Civil War when after taking the
ramparts and feverishly working fell from the top and nearly broke or did
break some legs, neck, something that caused him to not be able to work
as others, and I heard he collected sawdust around the Ohio area and
there is a Bechtil Farms in the area and a Bechtel Saw Mill... Could this be
the start of Kraft Paper?
It looks feasible that the Kraft’s in Lunenburg Nova Scotia started Kraft
Foods... Then we have Stouffer Foods also in high probability, with
Swanson Foods as a relative. Lunenburg is about 5 miles from Oak Island
the supposed location of the Templar Treasure... Searched for by FDR and
others over time, yet no disclosure of anything found, other than a Viking
Rune Stone...
At Grandfather Hugh’s funeral, I know there were Firestones there, and
guess what, we have Sophia Firestone in our family tree...

Using Wikipedia you will find if you look up all of our family members over
history, you will find that we are related according to Ancestry.com to be
direct relatives of the Merovigian Dynasty all the way to Charlemagne and
beyond, and there is a new concern called the New World Order, or NWO.
I hope that is just another script for another movie...
If not, God Bless you, and watch your six (back).
Since I was born in Sandusky Ohio on 12-21-1943 I have an increased
sensitivity of the need to find a solution to the Mayans, and Nostradamus
which shares my birthdate... I nearly died 3 days after Christening of
Dreams do come true in Tampa, and on the way to the Sarasota General
ER, and I clearly heard dad’s voice telling me “Gordon what are you doing
laying there, get up”... So that day changed my life and I started using
Aloha as the third party conceptually for a path between Government and
Church for all of us to realize that life is simple, welcome and goodbye it
means in Hawaii, so invite a stranger to lunch or make a new friend today...
Jose Velasco took us to the Prado Museum in Madrid to show us his
grandfather with the King of Spain and guess what we share the Velasco
name in the Tree... That was 1992, so since I think he was active in
Scientology with Brent Luckman and Robert... They must know our family
tree...
Now I hear the term Easement and sense that my friends and family are
under duress...
I believe that dad was setup so to speak in Cheyenne with an investment of
all of his and mom’s retirement funds into a project there that ended up with
them getting into a problem that carried on for years, so if Indentured
Servitude is a consequence of this once again, I would wonder who is
responsible... It may have started before we went to Lunenburg, since it
sounds like our grandfathers were poor and probably had to borrow money
to get there...
Love,
Gordon

